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Tuesday’s Talk and Tea
On the second Tuesday of almost every month in
the year, the Ramsey and District u3a meet
together in the afternoon to be brought up to
date with what is happening in our groups and
to listen to a speaker, who has been engaged
on our behalf by our Speaker Secretary.

Speakers come in all shapes and sizes, male
and female, serious historians, pantomime
dames, kilt makers, and fruit carvers, all eager to
entertain us for a brief while before tea and
coffee are served with a variety of biscuits.

In January, Brian Bignell came to speak on the
subject of ‘Folding Back the Years’. Complete with
his own sound system, set to 1960’s pop music
level and a laptop brimming with slides of
photographs, we embarked on a journey of
blissful memories. However these we not any old
photographs because Brian was a photographer
to the stars and his album was not only filled
with posed shots of rock legends and their
groups but also candid photographs of more
private moments as they relaxed or agreed to
‘just one more shot with the boys’.

It was not long before many of us were singing
along with the hits of yesteryear at the tops of
our voices. It didn’t matter if we were in tune or
not because the sound system covered
everything with more decibels that we had
heard in a long time.

Many of the bands Brian photographed
between 1962-1967 performed at the Ramsey
Gaiety Ballroom and many of our members
remembered those heady days too. 

As a professional photographer Brian covered
live events, headlining tours and TV Shows of
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nearly all the top artists from Cliff Richard, Jimi
Hendrix, The Beatles to the Rolling Stones. Each
photograph came with stories about the bands
and their lead singers giving us a fly on the wall
view of their lives, struggles and successes.

Toes were tapping to Dusty Springfield, heads
swaying to Jimmy
Hendrix and hands
applauded his amazing
recollections of the
swinging 60’s. It only
needed Michael Cain to

add ‘Not a lot of people know that.’ after many of
his stories to complete a great afternoon’s
entertainment.
So, what’s next? 
In February, Mia Hansson is coming to tell us about
recreating the Bayeux Tapestry. Fending off
boredom she decided to start a project that would
take a long time to complete. The replica was
started in July of 2016 and so far, in 6 years, she has
completed a little over 37 metres. As the length of
the Ramsey Community Centre is 37 feet, there will
be some doubling up to show her exhibit to its
best. Mia has copied faithfully everything from the
original seamstress’s work, including the mistakes.
However, what started as a time filling hobby has
escalated into talks about the project, several
books on the subject, including a colouring book,
as well as becoming a textile artist in her own right. 

We look forward to another engrossing
afternoon provided by Liz Elmore, our Speaker
Secretary before tea and biscuits, and the hum of
contented chatter and approval echoes through
the centre before we return home.

If you are retired or semi-retired and would like
to join us, come along to the Ramsey Community
Centre at 2pm on the second Tuesday of every
month. A small charge is made for refreshments.
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Although the chapels are closed until
Ramsey’s Heritage Day on 2nd April, we
have been very busy working on our
archive and I would like to thank all of
you who have donated items to it.

Unbelievably one of the items, generously
given to us by Mary and Charles Christian, is
a photograph taken in about 1870 and
shows Mr Scott, the caretaker and
gravedigger at the time outside the front of
the chapels. He is scything the grass, which
was then sold for animal feed and the
proceeds used towards the upkeep of the
building.

The photograph is small and too faint to
reproduce here, but we are having it
enlarged and framed and you will be able to
see it when you visit the chapels.

Another very interesting item is a Town
Guide, published in 1968 when Ramsey was
under the administration of St. Ives R.D.C.
and was an Urban District Council.

The permanent staff consisted of Clerk to
the Council, an Engineer and Surveyor, a
Treasurer, Medical Officer of Health, a Public
Health Inspector and several admin back up
staff.

It was kindly given to us by Jackie
Stevenson, and it is incredible to see just how
many industries, shops and businesses
Ramsey had, and also how many facilities. In
fact, it would seem that you didn’t have to go
anywhere else as Ramsey catered for all your
needs. How times change!

By Jane Yardley – Chair, Friends of
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The Town Guide, complete with map, has been
enlarged and photocopied for ease of looking
through and coincidently the photographs, on and
inside the cover were taken by local man Stan Beebe,
who was responsible for saving the chapels from
demolition by the Town Council in 1974. You couldn’t
make it up, could you! 

Here are a few of the many advertisements in it for
you to enjoy.


